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1. Continuous modernization of the Russian antitrust legislation: adoption of
four “antitrust packages”, specifying methodology of antitrust investigation

2. A significant impact of the judicial system on competition policy: a result of
interaction between the judicial system and competition policy enforcement

3. Problems of the Russian case:
i. lack of experience of competition law enforcement by competition

agencies,
ii. judges’ lack of specific knowledge in economics;
iii. questionable quality of argumentation and standards of evidence

Purpose of the Study

assess changes in the effectiveness of Russian antitrust regulation 
in the framework of researching the key factors influencing the 

final court decisions in antitrust cases



• Frequency of economic analysis use in court
decisions

Posner, Garoupa , Ginsburg, Baye, Wright

• Parties’ incentives to appeal decisions

Baye, Wright

• Factors influencing probability to appeal
the court decision

Hüschelrath, Smuda, Carree, Günster,
Schinkel, Voigt

• Problems of antitrust law implementation

Literature Review

Theory 1. Presumption of innocence

Theory 2. Rational subjective analysis of standards of
evidence

Theory 3. Dependence of the case outcome from the
real interest of the parties to win in the antitrust
process

Methods



1. Characteristics of the judge
- gender
- work experience 
- education 
- qualification 
- experience in judging antitrust cases
- number of cases decided by the judge in whom the FAS was 

involved in the past

2. Complexity of the case
- cases on concerned practice 
- case of “proper antitrust”
- or mentioning the expertise provided by either side

3. Characteristics of the contested sanctions
- penalties 
- conduct remedies

Control variables
1. Characteristics of the region 
2. Characteristics of the FAS subdivision
3. Characteristics of the time period



1. Support or at least do not contradict to the outcomes of previous researches
 Specific experience (judging antitrust cases) but not general legal experience influences the decision
 Experience of the party in litigation increases the probability to win
 More experienced subdivisions of FAS win with higher probability
 More complex cases result in higher probability of acquittals (annulment of infringement decision of competition 

authority)
 Decreasing monetary sanctions weakens the incentives to prove evidence in own favor, and under lower sanctions 

probability not to annul decisions increases   

2.   Contradict widespread beliefs on the Russian judges
 There is no systematic bias of judges in favor of Russian regulator 

3. Not outlined in any research works previously
 Influence of basic economic education on the decisions



 Russian case is not typical for transition countries or countries with developing institutional 
framework

 Common beliefs are not always appropriate for any particular case

 The result of no systemic bias of judges towards public authorities is stable 

 Decisions in favor of administrative bodies: why is it may be possible? 
 introduction and enforcement of new law
 changing standards of proof
 fast accumulation of legal skills both on the side of administrative authorities 

and judges
 basic education that judges
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